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Oxygen Dose During CPR

The immediate goals of CPR are to restore the energy state of the heart so it can 
resume mechanical work and to maintain the energy state of the brain to 
minimize ischemic injury.

Adequate oxygen delivery is necessary to achieve these goals.

Oxygen delivery is dependent on both blood flow and arterial oxygen content.

Because blood flow is typically the major limiting factor to oxygen delivery during 
CPR, it is theoretically important to maximize the oxygen content of arterial blood 
by maximizing inspired oxygen concentration.

Until further data are available, physiology and expert consensus support 
providing the maximal inspired oxygen concentration during CPR.



Monitoring Physiologic Parameters

During CPR

Animal and human studies indicate that monitoring physiologic parameters 
during CPR provides valuable information about the patient’s condition and 
response to therapy.

Most important, end-tidal CO2 (etco2), coronary perfusion pressure, arterial 
blood pressure, and central venous oxygen saturation.

An abrupt increase in any of these parameters is a sensitive indicator of ROSC.

it may be reasonable to use physiologic parameters to monitor and optimize CPR
quality, guide vasopressor therapy, and detect ROSC.



Ultrasound During Cardiac Arrest

Ultrasound may be applied to patients receiving CPR to help assess myocardial 
contractility and to help identify potentially treatable causes of cardiac arrest 
such as hypovolemia, pneumothorax, pulmonary thromboembolism, or 
pericardial tamponade.

If a qualified sonographer is present and use of ultrasound does not interfere 
with the standard cardiac arrest treatment protocol, then ultrasound may be 
considered as an adjunct to standard patient evaluation (Class IIb, LOE C-EO).



Bag-Mask Ventilation Compared With Any

Advanced Airway During CPRALS

When cardiac arrest occurs, providers must determine the best way to support 
ventilation and oxygenation.

Options include standard bag-mask ventilation versus the placement of an 
advanced airway (ie, endotracheal tube [ETT], supraglottic airway device [SGA]).

There is inadequate evidence to show a difference in survival or favorable 
neurologic outcome with the use of bag-mask ventilation compared with 
endotracheal intubation or other advanced airway devices.



Placement of an advanced airway may result in interruption of chest 
compressions, and the ideal timing of placement to maximize outcome has not 
been adequately studied.

Risks of endotracheal intubation during resuscitation include unrecognized 
esophageal intubation and increased hands-off time.

The choice of bag-mask device versus advanced airway insertion, then, will be 
determined by the skill and experience of the provider.









Clinical Assessment of Tracheal Tube Placement

In addition to auscultation of the lungs and stomach, several methods (eg, 
waveform capnography, esophageal detector device, tracheal ultrasound, 
fiberoptic bronchoscopy) have been proposed to confirm successful tracheal 
intubation in adults during cardiac arrest.

Observational studies and 1 small randomized study of waveform capnography to 
verify ETT position in victims of cardiac arrest report a specificity of 100% for 
correct tube placement.

False-negative results (ie, absent exhaled CO2 in the presence of tracheal 
intubation) can occur in the setting of pulmonary embolism, significant 
hypotension, contamination of the detector with gastric contents, and severe 
airflow obstruction.



Unlike capnography, confirmation of ETT placement via ultrasonography is not 
dependent on adequate pulmonary blood flow and CO2 in exhaled gas.

Continuous waveform capnography is recommended in addition to clinical 
assessment as the most reliable method of confirming and monitoring correct 
placement of an ETT (Class I, LOE C-LD).













Ventilation After Advanced Airway Placement

Except for respiratory rate, it is unknown whether monitoring ventilatory 
parameters (eg, minute ventilation, peak pressure) during CPR can influence 
outcome.

Positive pressure ventilation increases intrathoracic pressure and may

reduce venous return and cardiac output, especially in patients with hypovolemia 
or obstructive airway disease.

After placement of an advanced airway, it may be reasonable for the provider to 
deliver 1 breath every 6 seconds (10 breaths/min) while continuous chest 
compressions are being performed (Class IIb, LOE C-LD).




